
Migrating An IT Service Management 
Solution To The Cloud

The Credit Union Vs. The Ticking Clock

Back in October 2020, Atlassian—maker of the popular Jira Service Management application—announced that it was pulling 
the plug on the server-based version of its flagship Jira product. It would no longer sell nor support it. Atlassian customers 
would need to migrate to the company’s cloud-based Jira solution. 

This was an existential threat to a respected regional credit union that had been in business for more than 80 years. They 
relied on Jira—using a server in their headquarters which also supported their retail branches—yet their IT team was small. 
They weren’t Atlassian experts. But once the server-based version of Jira was deprecated, they would lose access to their 
data and systems. 

The company also relied heavily on Jira to manage other non-IT workflows, such as contracts processes, automation for 
account sign-ups, and many other critical processes for their service business.

Needing Atlassian expertise before time ran out, they turned to SPK and Associates. 

More Complicated Than It Seems 

Atlassian provides tools to help customers with the exact migration issue faced by this credit union. At first glance, it appears 
to be an all-in-one solution, for it includes: 

• A runbook, which is basically a step-by-step list of tasks that Atlassian recommends for successfully completing the 
migration;

• A pre-migration checklist, designed to address many common issues up front that would prevent the Atlassian Server 
from communicating with the Atlassian Cloud;

• The Jira Cloud Migration Assistant (JCMA), which is a tool designed migrate project configurations and project data 
from the server environment to the Atlassian cloud.

It would seem, then, that the credit union, even with its limited IT staff, could pull off the migration on its own. Unfortunately, 
it wasn’t that simple; it never is. Even when SPK employed the very tools that Atlassian provides and recommends, there 
were issues. There were elements, for example, that refused to migrate. 

Putting The Tools To Work 

For this project, SPK employed not only the migration tools 
described above, but also SQL and Jira administration 
expertise. After three weeks of project scoping, our 
Atlassian certified engineers, working in concert with our 
Computer Systems Analyst and others, quickly got deep 
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SPK comes to the aid of an established credit union that’s up against the 
ticking clock before its Jira IT service-management application will no longer 
work on its local server, improving scalability and reliability in the process.



into the weeds for the execution. We upgraded the memory and heap allocations on the old server, in order to allow JCMA to 
operate.

We also dove into the data. For example, in order to have a successful migration to the cloud, every user must have a unique 
email address. This isn’t a requirement for the server-based version of Jira, so SPK needed to perform lots of detailed work, 
which included: 

• Working with the customer to assess all of the 3rd party Jira application plugins, to determine what was needed in the 
cloud, and a strategy to migrate them outside of JCMA.

• Identifying duplicate accounts in Jira for the customer to resolve. 
• Identifying accounts that did not have unique email addresses so the customer could then determine which of these 

accounts were required, and supply appropriate email address where needed. 
• Setting up Atlassian access so that users in the cloud environment could access it with their global account and 

password.
• Using JCMA Dark Features to get around user IDs that did not necessarily need to be moved to the cloud.
• Identifying and backfilling tens of thousands of items that were missing required values that prevented the migration.
• Working with Atlassian support to resolve configuration issues that prevented JCMA from migrating information to the 

cloud.
• Performing multiple test migrations to iron out any further kinks in the migration process to produce an ironclad plan 

for the final migration.

The server- and cloud-based versions of the Jira product are not identical. So, despite all the support tools and checklists, it 
does not provide a perfect one-to-one swap of technical features. JCMA is generally intelligent enough to identify potential 
issues which require post-migration adjustments, allowing the migration team to address each one.

But as noted above, one particular custom field on the server (which had been poorly configured when first created) could 
not be moved, preventing one of the client’s projects from migrating. In the end, the client opted to effectively leave it behind, 
in order to proceed with the overall migration.  

A Safer, More Cost-Effective Future  
 
In the short term, this credit union will no longer lose sleep at the prospect of losing its precious systems and data once 
Atlassian shuts off the lights. Longer-term, however, this SPK client will enjoy multiple benefits from the successful migration: 

• Security is improved. 
• System updates are automatic: the credit union will always have, and be running, the latest version. 
• Reliability is improved: the cloud-based infrastructure is far more robust.  
• The platform is now more scalable: new Jira projects and other Atlassian products can be created with a simple click of 

a button. 
• It’s more cost-efficient: since the new system is SaaS (software-as-a-service), the credit union only pays based on its 

registered number of users.
 
Get A No-Obligation Initial Assessment

For every company that needs to do extensive testing and report on it, there are issues that out-of-the-box systems can fail 
to address. Make life easier for your valued engineers; contact SPK and Associates for a complimentary initial consultation at 
(888) 310-4540 or info@spkaa.com.
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	 With	SPK’s	support	we	were	able	to	efficiently	migrate	to	Jira	cloud	and	
continue	to	access	our	critical	data.	Partnering	with	SPK	and	Associates’	expert	
team	enabled	a	frictionless	transition	for	our	business	and	continuity	of	our	service	“


